
 
 
 

Me/You 
Me/You Synopsis 
Me/You is a taut literary take on the 
psychological thriller, in which the narrator 
searches for the truth behind his best friend’s 
disappearance. Set over the course of a single 
snow-stormy night, the narrator’s search 
delves into his relationship with his best 
friend, and in particular the consequences of 
growing up as identical duplicates; spending 
their childhood and teens constantly 
pretending to be one another.  



1. 
 
 
You are dead and it is snowing. I am coming 
home.  
 The train station is a wet grey. Blue 
plastic buckets shielded by knee-high yellow 
signs catch streams of slush which cascade 
from the holes in the new roof. It looks 
fantastic when the sun shines and a cool 
breeze sends shoals of light dancing across the 
concourse. I see one older woman slip across 
the icy surface, foreshortening her journey by 
the distance to A&E. Her pitiful mews are 
masked by the tannoy. 
 "We would like to apologise to passengers 
on platform one awaiting the late running 
twenty one twenty three South Highland 
Intercity Train to Glasgow Central. The service 
is running approximately thirty-one minutes late 
due to the overrunning engineering works in the 
Milton Keynes area." 
 The train which we will board stands 
empty and unhindered at the platform. Lights 
off,  engine silent. Engineering works. Next to 
me a fat girl with a pretty face tuts loudly and 
then turns to waddle back down the platform. I 
follow her into the station pub, the only place 
that remains open. It is also the only place in 



the station with a door, the only place capable 
of witholding any warmth.  
 Knots of travellers cluster around every 
table, eyes half checking the departures screen 
in the corner on which the delays  grow ever 
longer. From somewhere a smug middle class 
voice jokes that it is 'the wrong kind of snow' in 
a voice that is overly loud, with the expectation 
that a decades old allusion should be gratefully 
consumed rather than spat out like mould. I'm 
sure that in the same situation you would have 
undercut their pomposity with a stiletto of wit: 
I merely approach the bar.  
 I stand next to her. Gloves off and in her 
left hand, well thumbed Derrida in her right. 
With the heavy winter coat unbuttoned she is 
merely plump, and she orders a double vodka 
with a regular coke mixer. Her face appears 
thinner than the rest of her – prominent 
cheekbones cresting above the fatty cheeks, 
glistening emerald eyes ringed with long 
lashes. A plump girl with a pretty face. You 
must remember the theory. 
 
The simple irrefutable truth on which the 
theory is founded is that fat girls are more 
insecure in themselves than normal women. 
Everything about society - friends, magazines, 
teachers, TV shows, billboards, right through 



to bullies - ensures that they have a low sense 
of self worth. While there are chubby chasers; 
men who find one roll of fat inferior to two, or 
those who have kept the renaissance eye for 
voluptuous curves; there aren't enough of 
them. This means that fat girls are more 
welcoming of male interest, and are willing to 
put up with the kind of callousness that every 
young male would love to get away with. Fuck 
them and leave them; have their number at the 
back of your phone book for drunken hook 
ups, when she'll come over and then you'll kick 
her out of bed when you've had yours; use her 
for a while and then pass her on to your mate; 
have her at the same time. Fundamentally, fat 
girls offer a better chance of getting laid. And 
we took advantage of that. Put so crudely I 
make us sound callous, horrible even. We were 
barely men at the time, what else could have 
been expected? Especially because fat girls 
allowed us to do dirtier things to them than 
proper girlfriends ever would. 
 
The screen flickers; the delay grows. I don't 
regret what we did – we were young and it 
wasn't like the girls didn't have fun. And you 
do understand that if I take your name in vain, 
I'm more likely to succeed one last time. 
 I catch her eye and, nodding in the 



direction of the screen, tell her that 
unfortunately there's been an extension to our 
delay. She smiles politely, expecting to be hit 
on, ready to knock me back because even fat 
girls have standards and I haven't shaved for 
weeks. I shrug and turn to the barman, 
ordering two shots of something nasty and his 
finest whiskey with ice, no water. Mescal and 
Glenmorangie, extortionately priced but I give 
the impression I don't care, about her or the 
drinks. And without turning to look I can see 
that affronted and consequently interested, she 
watches me. She glances around to see if you 
will be joining me, eyes lingering at the door. In 
my wallet there's a picture of us, younger and 
happier, and my thumb presses against the 
leather in my pocket as I raise my glass. 
 “Why'd you have to go and die, you 
bastard?”  
 The toast slip out of me, loud enough for 
her to overhear, soft enough for her to think it 
something she wasn't meant to. Depth charges 
bulge deep beneath the sea-green surface of 
her eyes as I clink my glass against yours and 
solemnly down both of our drinks. I ignore the 
gag reflex that the worm-twisting agarve 
bitterness incites, and sip gentlemanly on my 
whiskey. Questions are already pushing their 
way to her lips. She will suggest we share the 



booth that is in the process of being vacated 
and when we have sat she will ask, in a 
roundabout manner, about you. We will flirt.  
 
Fat or thin, the best way to snare a girl is 
through her compassion. Once she's interested 
in me it's only a short fallacy of logic that will 
lead her to the belief that she was the one to 
instigate the flirting. Or rather that she 
encouraged me to start the flirting. That the 
power is hers. She tells me that her name is 
Faith. 
 
I know that you have led me to sex when Faith 
places a hand on my knee under the table, 
leaning forward to express a wordless 
sympathy as I finally begin to open up about 
you. Our train is one of three which is yet to be 
cancelled, but its delay has a further delay and 
we're comfortably ensconced in the booth to 
the side of the bar making it easy for the 
Mescal to keep flowing. You'd like it, on the 
rocks and splashed with water, a tequila 
whiskey that smoulders outward like a peat 
fire. 
 I tell her I feel guilty, because you were 
my best friend, the one person who I knew 
would be there for me if I ever needed them, a 
constant touchstone in my life to whom I 



always knew I could return. But that I didn't 
return, not often, not recently. It's been what, 
two, maybe three years since we last met up, 
in a student friendly bar between Kings Cross 
and Euston for two pints. You spent the entire 
time looking at your watch to make sure you 
didn't miss your train because you had to get 
back, because you were trying for another 
baby. I tell her how I even stopped sending you 
Christmas cards. Everything I say is all true, 
but it's for her that I denounce myself as the 
worst best mate in the world, I know you don't 
really think that of me. Neither do I.  
 She defends me. Naturally. Platituding 
with ‘life gets in the way’, ‘it takes two to 
maintain a friendship’, and ‘that it's not your 
fault’. And then she goes on to unburden 
herself - that the friend who she is nominally 
on her way to see is one of those she would 
have drifted away from years ago, were it not 
for said girl’s beau. That he's fun and 
interesting and that they're both into the same 
things, that they use the same message 
boards, have had cyberflirtations and that she 
knows he's keen. And then she blushes and 
leans back away from me, adding that he's 
already cheating in his fantasies, and then 
more quietly, that it’s not like she is in love. 
 I laugh, what do I care about her if I get 



mine? You'd be the first to point out that it's 
not the cheating she's embarrassed by - it’s the 
emotions. I’m counting on the fact she'll fuck 
me to prove to herself how emotionally 
detached she is. Which of course she isn't. 
Faith looks at me confused by my laughter and 
I tell her something surprisingly honest.  
 “All you're doing is reclaiming for 
women, the mentality that is endemic within 
men: have cake will eat.”   

Her eyes thank me as the flush to her 
cheeks burns ever deeper crimson. 
 
I finish my mescal in the silence which follows. 
She stands and orders me another, switching 
on to Gordon's and proper Indian Tonic Water 
for herself, remaining steadfastly on doubles. 
As she sits back down she comments that 
something odd has happened to our train; 
never before has she witnessed the shortening 
of a delay. And, as she's crouched in that 
limbo between standing and sitting, between 
being under and next to the table, she adds, 
that it means that I'll be able to get to your 
funeral. 
 Part of me wishes I wouldn't. 
 I retrieve my wallet and, from deep 
inside, unearth our picture. You and me; 
better times. You know which photo I carry; I 



left you a copy. She shuffles around in her seat 
until I can feel her presence in the dip of the 
cushion next to me. She asks whether it’s us, 
and before I can answer, adds the unavoidable 
question.  
 “Who's who?” 
 
You and me. Two boys sitting on a wall, legs 
dangling in matching shorts, one in a blue bib 
the other red. Both faces are slightly reddened 
with the exertions of a match just played (I 
can’t remember the final score but in my mind 
it was a score draw), both haircuts jag up in 
the generic mess of hair that characterises 
almost every ten year old male. Me and you. 
The boys look impatient, hands pressed onto 
the wall, ready to jump off as soon as the 
photo is done, and if it weren't for the graze on 
the left knee of the boy to the right of the 
picture, one might be sure that one was 
looking at an overshot, the work of an 
incompetent enthusiast with a SLR forgetting 
to wind on between the frames, or an artfully 
created double exposure. You and me.  
 “I'm no longer sure which is which.”  
 Me and You.  
 
She accepts that I can't tell who is who 
through the haze of memory, but the 



inadequacy of my response only sparks her 
into more questions. An interrogation of 
rapidly fired queries, I am already weary of 
answering. When we were together we'd have 
to run through them at least once a week. 

1. As far as we know we are not related.  
2. Other than both being born in the same 

hospital, and living in the same 
neighbourhood, we have no similarities. 
Your looks are Anglo-Persian, your 
father escaping the revolution; mine a 
mongrel fluke, Anglo-Italian mother and 
Northern Irish dad.  

3. It was more like a mirror - each the 
reflection of the other - than having a 
twin. A perfectly similar opposite, at 
least to us. 

4. It wasn't strange discovering each other, 
at least not that as far as we knew. We 
met when you joined my nursery, too 
young to know any different - although 
for the rest of the year every other child 
was patiently expectant, waiting for their 
twin to come.  
 

Faith smiles, forest-in-spring eyes amused by 
my stock answers. I can't help it, once the first 
question is asked it leads inevitably to all the 
others, and I'm pre-prepared. It can alienate, 



but she smiles. Because she's interested, or I 
guess, because she's got a sense humour. 
Another question curls her lips. 
 “Perfectly similar opposite – that's too 
neat. What do you mean?” 
 “We looked alike but we were different 
inside. When we played football he was good 
and I was rubbish. He could do all sorts of 
tricks and I couldn't. He was outgoing, 
naturally gregarious while I stayed within 
myself. He was popular while I coat-tailed on 
his friendship... If you lined up a list of 
opposites, column one would be him and 
column two me, so long as the list that any 
parent would rather as characteristics of their 
child was his. Except academic ability: that 
was mine.”  
 She snorts, mid sip. The wave of 
amusement that rolls through her sine curves 
through her body, vibrating down into the 
cushioning and into me. Everything I've said 
about us is true. In its own way. 
 “Bollocks. You're playing yourself down 
and maybe refusing to speak ill of the dead. No 
kid is all one thing, just as none is all the 
other. If you were as shit as you say, why 
would he be your friend?” 
 She leans in, and as she whispers into 
my ear I can smell that we've had too much to 



drink. 
 “Identical but opposite, easy for anyone 
who knew you to tell you apart. Too easy. I bet 
you used that, I bet you wanted that, I bet that 
you pretended to be one another.” 
 She's right of course. But out of habit, I 
half shake my head. 
 
I don't know when we started it, or even 
whether it was intentional; me being one thing 
and you the other. Maybe I was more 
introspective and maybe you were better at 
football. But we spent hours honing our skills, 
and it was just as hard for you to mimic 
playing football badly as it was for me to Cruyff 
turn without ending up flat on my arse. I was 
one thing and you were the other and that was 
the way that it was. You and Me. Everyone 
could tell us apart. Me and You. Like anybody 
could tell.  
 I think the first time that we tried to 
switch properly was in primary school. To 
make the teachers lives easier we were put in 
different classes, you with Miss Gormley and 
me with Miss O'Neill. After lunch on Tuesdays 
you suffered through Maths, while I bruised 
my way through PE. I think you watched out of 
the window as I flailed ineptly around the 
playground, or I kept peeping in, and both of 



us agreed that the best thing was to be in the 
other’s place. It wasn't practised and it wasn't 
premeditated, and unsurprisingly our switch 
was noticed in less time than it'd taken us to 
swap clothes, huddled together near the end of 
lunchtime, redressing into each other in a 
single toilet stall.  
 We had both been uncovered and each 
was being cajoled in the direction of the head 
when Misses Gormley and O'Neill bumped into 
each other and manhandled the correct 
miscreant into the custody of the correct 
teacher. And though we were shouted at and 
then talked softly to and then dismissed with a 
warning that if such antics were repeated, Our 
Parents Would Be Informed, we smirked to 
each other. Without saying anything an 
agreement was reached, that next time, and 
every other time after, we would have to be 
much smarter. We would continue, so long as 
we didn't get caught. 
 Mimicking someone else is inevitably a 
performance which always falls short. I was 
never happy with the way your lower lip jutted 
out after you as me fluffed another shot, just 
as you mocked the way my version of you 
methodically chewed your pencil and then 
scratched my head: you as me were too 
petulant while I as you too robotic. But we 



were opposites who looked the same, and no 
one but us ever really examined us so closely. 
As long as the person they thought was you 
didn't appear to be acting like me and the 
person they thought was me didn't appear to 
be acting like you, it was fine. Maybe it was too 
complicated for anyone else to expect for you 
to actually be me staying in character: me 
being you acting like you. 
 But you are dead and I am alive – an 
opposite that even our duplicity cannot 
overcome. I feel alco-uninhibited and Faith has 
already broken the taboo. She doesn't know 
us, so of course it is easier to guess. I could 
come clean. I could tell her everything that we 
did. Me as You and You as me. But I gave you 
my word. And the tickle of her whisper against 
my skin has given me an erection. 
 
I leave her accusation standing, her lips 
grazing my ear. And then I turn my head 
slowly, trapping her sparkling green eyes with 
the deep brown of mine. Our lips almost touch, 
an intense heat building between them. I 
expect the crack of static when they finally 
meet. Quinine lips. Her eye lashes flicker as 
she kisses me tenderly, open wide for the 
merest hint of a 'what am I doing?' moment 
and I know she is thinking of her friend’s 



boyfriend. But the guilt of her actions, of her 
cheating on the cheater with whom she is yet 
to physically cheat, is too abstracted for her 
drunken mind to delimitate. 
 I am the first to break away. The timing 
is perfect, the shortened delay has nearly been 
reached. 
 “Our train.” 
 She goes ahead to scout out a quiet 
carriage. I pick up our tab and convince the 
laconic barman to pocket a twenty in exchange 
for ‘dropping’ a fresh bottle of mescal. 
 



2. 
 
 
The carriage slowly creaks beneath my feet. In 
the small toilet mirror, scratched to inform 
that CAZ IZ A SLUT 4EVA, half of your face 
bobs in time with the tracks. Faith's razor 
slicing us back together.  
 I've kept my face looking a few days 
worse for stubble ever since I moved to the 
capital. Away from anyone I knew but myself 
and still the glimpse of your reflection in the 
mirror was too much. I thought about a beard, 
tried one, but the regularity of the bearded face 
staring back at me was no different. Still 
yours. With several days’ stubble I never knew 
exactly what face would be looking back at me, 
and in that unkempt uncertainty I always 
knew I was looking at myself. Binary and neat, 
you would make sure we had one or the other: 
the chaotic sprouting of facial hair is 
uncontrollably random, blotches grow faster in 
some places, slower or never in others, unique 
and uncopiable. And that was the point. I 
didn't want to be you in London, I didn't want 
to be me. I didn't want someone we knew from 
school, on a week long conference in the city or 
a treasured birthday treat to see Cats in the 
West End, to catch a glimpse of a familiar face 



and shout out your name, let alone mine.  
In those first few months I felt 

uncomfortable in my own skin, constrained by 
the act of being unable to pretend to be you, 
trapped by the freedom to do those things that 
you couldn't. I had left and you were married; 
what else was there to do? I acted like a dying 
man, careening from one idiotic caper to 
another as if I had a lengthy list of improbable 
experiences I had to complete in all too little 
time. 
 One night I went to a cocktail bar which 
was too trendy to have a name, where every 
surface was reflective, every surname double-
barrelled and where every drink they gave you 
was added onto a tab. I had the suit but not 
the finances, and had figured on getting a few 
phone numbers from a few socialites before 
jumping out of the small window in the third 
stall from the end of the unisex loos. When I 
was invited to the loo by a thin, olive-skinned 
girl (Tara, or Tamara or Tasha or such like) in 
an obscenely short little black dress, I thought 
I was in. But all she offered was a rolled up 
twenty pound note and a thin white line that 
I'd never crossed. And from the moment the 
crystals hit the back of my nose, my memories 
of the rest of the evening dissolve into a blur 
until its last orders and the bouncer is 



dragging me aside because the last bottle of 
champagne pushed my tab beyond even their 
limits.  

Their exorbitant prices meant that they 
were inured against the relatively small losses 
that my lust and drug borne binge had 
incurred. The bouncer spat that much out, 
albeit in cruder terms, as he tossed me down a 
flight of stairs into the boarded up alleyway at 
the back of the bar. The street light had long 
been broken, the space was lit only by the 
corona of light streaming out from behind the 
bouncer's eclipse. From floor level all I could 
see were rain mushed flyers, mouldering 
tabloid papers and crate upon crate of empty 
bottles. There must have been a stack of kegs 
out where I couldn't see, because he proceeded 
to beat me with one. I pressed myself tightly 
into the foetal position but it didn't protect my 
ribs as he hammered the keg, metal rim jutting 
forward, again and again, branding my side 
and back with curved welts that would later 
swell up into a macabre signature. And then 
he stopped and there was a violent silence, 
ruffled only slightly by the rattle of my lungs. 
 "You’re lucky. They wanted me to take it 
easy." 
 And I un-cricked my neck, peeking out 
only to see the swinging boot that kicked me 



into unconsciousness.  
 An incessant, pissing rain woke me and I 
dragged myself home and into bed. When I 
woke thirty hours had been lost and every 
piece of me felt broken. The GP sent me in a 
taxi to A&E and they told me I was lucky. 
Lucky I'd only fractured a couple of ribs but 
not punctured my lungs. Lucky he'd not been 
wearing steel toe-capped boots. I told them I 
thought my drink had been spiked and that I 
didn't know who my attacker had been. But 
mainly they spoke and I answered without 
hearing or processing anything that was being 
said by either party. They gave me morphine 
and all I could do was look at the reflection of 
the man in whose body I had awoken. It wasn't 
you. And in my opiate fugue I truly wished that 
I would remain that way. Steel toe-caps I 
thought. Steel toe-caps. And I wished myself 
back into the past to influence his choice in 
that evening's pair of shoes. Steel toecaps and 
a defiant look, and then my nose would have 
broken, and I would never more be exactly like 
you. As the swelling receded I prayed that 
some spiteful god - Yahweh, Allah, Krishna, 
Jah-Bul-On, Loki, even Spider Anansi - would 
leave me scarred with their sigil. But when, 
unblemished and unblessed, my skin 
returned, I didn't blame them. I blamed you. I 



blamed your wife.  
 Later, when I was sane again - especially 
now, I'm glad that it didn't. Childhood twinning 
is one thing, plausibly common. The fact that 
each razor swipe reveals more of you is not, it 
reveals a duality which makes us unique. Not 
that we, anyone thought it would stay that 
way.  
 
By the time that you two hit your teens our 
teachers said, expect your looks to diverge. 
Puberty turns the cherubic choirboy into the 
sulking Goth, craters one kid in acne and bum 
fluff, makes a wet dream of the first girl in the 
year to need a bra. We did genes in science, 
and ours are different, our parents don't look 
the same. Take two peas from a pod; Mendel 
proved that the resulting seedlings won't grow 
into identical twins. 

They were right, but only for one whole 
long summer when we were fourteen. I shot 
upwards, each day differentiating us further by 
as much as an inch; your voice broke, while 
mine sing-song wavered. The mirror we looked 
into became a carnival distortion and we 
worried that we would be trapped; broken 
apart.  

Until then our masquerading had 
continued unrestrained. Each day we would 



repeatedly become each other, in school, out of 
school, at home. We had become experts in 
being each other: even our mothers couldn't 
reliably tell us apart. But that summer we 
stared at each other and all we saw was an 
unbridgeable abyss. It yawned in front of us 
and then retreated as you finally grew and my 
voice finally dropped. 
 
It was nothing as unbridgeable as that which 
lies between us now. 
 
It's the mescal. It's making me maudlin, 
drawing me into a darkened ghost house of 
memory. I glug another shot as the train 
shudders from side to side. We are going 
slower but the ride isn't getting smoother, like 
chunks of snow are wedging themselves 
beneath the rails. I wonder how long I have 
been in here telling my mirror the things about 
the time in-between us that I never told you. I 
don't know if this confessional counts. 
 She doesn't understand why I needed to 
shave now and couldn't wait until the morning. 
Why in the aftermath of an uncomfortable 
coupling I can't doze and cuddle with her but 
instead must make myself anew. She can't see 
that I am making myself into you. 
 The train is surprisingly busy, with its 



few belligerent passengers scattered evenly 
across all of the carriages, not many of us but 
more than you would expect to have braved 
this snow. The closest thing to an empty 
carriage that we found has an elderly couple at 
a table at the far end, who glare out of the 
window in age-worn silence, tutting 
occasionally when we make to much noise – 
laugh or snort too loudly – but who thankfully 
remained tactfully unaware that when we 
finally fell silent it was only for long enough to 
fuck, quickly and painfully, wedged between 
two seats, her weight pressing against me, her 
teeth biting against my shoulder with the 
exertion of not making a sound. I have friction 
burns from where my knees rubbed against 
the back of the seat in front.  
 
She's the kind of girl you would've enjoyed, 
tattoo on the inside of her thigh, a ring piercing 
her nipple which my hands discovered as they 
roamed beneath her top. And when she opened 
her suitcase to get out her razor, PVC 
underwear. You were always kinkier than me, 
more enamoured with the idea of sex in 
unexpected places, turned on like she was, by 
the thrill of getting caught. I would have settled 
for a reciprocal hand job, head if it is 
something that she enjoys: save the sex for the 



hotel room that we've tacitly agreed to share if 
we ever get off this train. By then I'll be up for 
whatever she needs to do to me to convince 
herself that she's not in love with someone 
else's man. By then I'll be able to look deep 
into the reflection held within her eyes and see 
that I'm you. When I left, when you got 
married, I knew that it meant no more. But 
you are dead and it is snowing, and in the time 
that we were apart don't tell me it's not 
something that you sometimes had the urge to 
do. One last time.  
 
Penny Freemoth. She was the first. Can you 
remember the way that she came from 
nowhere, blossoming into our immature 
consciousness: posh because her parents were 
from Hereford, fit because she was co-captain 
of the girls’ hockey team and had well 
developed breasts, intoxicating because her 
school bag was studded with badges 
proclaiming Buzzcocks instead of Oasis, The 
Ramones rather than Take That.  
 You captained the boys’ first eleven and I 
think it was expected that the two of you would 
couple off. I wouldn't say you felt cheated nor 
that I betrayed you when, round the fire that 
was lit most at weekends in the field at the 
edge of the woods, Penny’s participation in the 



game of spin the bottle ended when she snuck 
out of the fire glow to keep on kissing me. But I 
do think that if it had been the other way 
round I wouldn't have convinced you to let her 
kiss me thinking it was you, even though up 
until then everything each of us experienced 
was something that the other knew they would 
share. Maybe I'm just drunk and you would've 
shared and I'm being misanthropic, or possibly 
I'm drunk which means I'm able to see the 
truth. I raise the bottle and toast your 
reflection. 
 "You bastard, why'd you have to fucking 
die." 
  The bottle's nearly gone and no one's 
knocking. Faith must still be asleep. Don't 
worry you'll get yours. I want you to look smart 
though, and I have with me the tux I bought to 
wear at your wedding: close the loop. I'll put it 
on before I depart this grey plasticated loo. 
 
The key thing was to practice kissing. Not each 
other. We'd acted each other for so long that 
the muscle memory was already instilled, I 
could snog the cushion in your manner, just 
as you could snog it as me. We had to rely on 
mimicking tongue actions in front of your 
bathroom mirror, standing side by side, jaws 
open, tongues gurning, like competitors in a 



synchronised air gob stopper eating 
competition. Ridiculous, but we were confident 
it would work. 
 When we were finally ready, I arranged 
for Penny to come round to mine after tea to 
watch TV and share homework duties. My 
parents thought we were harmlessly going out, 
and figured it best to have Penny brought into 
the house where they could constantly keep 
half an eye on us. We switched places at the 
end of the school day, and while you pretended 
to be me, I lazed round yours watching 
EastEnders with your little sister and her mate 
Jo, lording it over them as you always did, 
teasing them because Soaps were for naive 
little girls. Little even though you and your 
sister were born a mere ten months apart. I 
was enjoying myself, and I didn't even hear the 
phone ring, but Jo must have. She was round 
your house as often as I was, and she saw no 
problem in going to answer the phone. She 
must have called out but Bianca was on screen 
so I was trying to pay attention, and it was 
only when Jo’s head appeared around the 
door, the extension lead stretched to it's 
furthest that I took note. 
 "It's your brother... 's fit mate. He says 
it's urgent." 
 I swear there was something about the 



way she paused, and then looked at me as she 
said fit. Maybe she was emphasising the point 
that she thought I was fit for you to tell me, 
maybe she intended the fact that we looked 
alike to signify that she wanted you to know 
that by me she meant you. I don't know if my 
mind is twisted by what came later, but maybe 
that was the first indication that our 
masquerade wasn't as seamless as we thought. 
Or maybe I've made that up, because at the 
time all I heard was 'urgent' and I leapt up and 
grabbed the phone as your sis started mock-
chastising Jo for calling me fit.  
 "Sorry!" 
 "What happened?" 
 "I dunno, she just got really mad all of a 
sudden and then left." 
 "You didn't try to touch her tits?" 
 "Well-" 
 "I mean, I told you, we haven't done that. 
I bet she didn't like you doing it." 
 "It wasn't that. She didn't say she didn't 
like it when I put my hands up her top, just 
moaned a bit, and I could feel her nips through 
her bra." 
 "You what?" 
 "Yeah I know. Awesome ain't it. But that 
wasn't it. It was after that and we weren't 
doing anything. She was just talking and then 



bam, she shouted at me and left.”  
 "What?" 
 "I think you need to sort it or you'll be 
dumped." 
 "What were you talking about?" 
 "Nothing we were just chatting and then 
she said she thought she was going to quit 
playing hockey because Mrs Wode said she 
had to wear a gym skirt. I said she shouldn't 
quit but then she jumped up and shouted that 
I had reinforced a fallon-centric mysog- 
 "Phallo-centric Misogyny?" 
 "Yeah that." 
 "What exactly did you say?" 
 "That she would look good in a skirt, it’d 
shows off her legs." 
 "Fuck." 
 "What? You do think that." 
 "Yeah but you should never say that to a 
feminist. I’ll meet you at the rec; we need to 
spin it so that I can sort it out with her."  
 "Yeah. But you, we need to sort it out 
too." 
 
I did sort it of course. I went round her house 
and stood in the back garden, throwing stones 
at her window 'til she opened it up and then 
shouted pseudo-intelligent things at her about 
the purity of aesthetics and the dissonance 



between the appreciation of the beautiful form 
and its inevitable corruption by the modern 
phallocracy. I didn't use those exact words, but 
I did sprinkle my courtship with terms I was 
too young to really grasp. You might remember 
what I said better because you were there, 
crouched down behind the neighbour’s bins to 
the side of the garden. I was caught up in the 
romanticism of the moment, laughing with glee 
as she expressed her forgiveness by flashing 
her tits. The ones that you as me had already 
felt up. I got to feel them too, and she had her 
hands round my nob before the week was out. 
I think my over eager ejaculation was what 
pushed her into dumping me for one of the 
Sixth Form smokers. 
 
Penny Freemoth. I've not thought about her in 
years yet here I am, half-naked in the toilet of 
a train that seems to be creeping through the 
snow like a hearse, and it's her I'm thinking 
about. Her and you, because that passionate 
pleading changed something between us.  
 We realised that if we were to continue 
being each other and chasing girls, then we'd 
have to do more than act like one another. We 
could pretend to be each other successfully in 
public, fool an audience of our parents, our 
teachers and our peers, but we weren't 



intimate, and we never had been. You'd seen 
that I had The Communist Manifesto on my 
bookshelf, knew to say I considered Russia to 
be nothing more than a failed experiment in 
communism which had back slid into fascism 
and not the true ideal, just as I knew Judge 
Dredd was the baddest law man in Mega-city 
One, but should anyone ever ask, you 
preferred Rogue Trooper, unless Wagner was 
writing Dredd. I must have flicked through 
Tharg's Mighty 2000AD on a number of 
occasions and you'd skimmed over the spectre 
that haunts Europe, but that was it. Like those 
wax fruit the Victorians were so fond of, we 
were facsimile copies of the surface detail, 
remaining hollow underneath. We'd been 
content in the knowledge that each was the 
other's thing, and it's not in the male nature to 
probe, or to be forthcoming as to the rationale 
behind such choices. We were best friends but 
we weren't close friends. Until Penny’s actions 
forced us, we had never asked of the other the 
most fundamental of questions: Why? 
 
 "Hey. You in there?"  
 There's a rattling at the door, Faith's 
voice. I catch a glance of you in the mirror, 
dressed and clean shaved, bow tie loose 
around the collar. Why are you wearing a tux? 



 "Yes, what of it?" 
 "Nothing, I was just wondering. The 
buffet car's been opened and they're giving 
away stuff because we're getting even more 
delayed. I hope you don't mind, but I swapped 
our complimentary sandwiches for a couple of 
little bottles of wine." 
 Next to her razor the mescal lies empty 
but for a worm, I grasp one in each hand and I 
struggle to slide the door open, topple out and 
nearly knock into her. She takes a step back 
and her eyes hungrily devour the 
transformation. 
 "Wow. You're looking very Bond." 
 "Why yesh, thank you. I guesh that that 
makesh you Pusshy Galore." 
 The response is most typical of you. 
 
 



3. 
  
 
"I'd like to apologise once again on behalf of the 
on-board crew, for the delay. The driver is going 
to go out to investigate, but given the weight of 
snow we could be stuck here for some time. 
We're shortly going to be dimming the lights in 
coaches B through to D to allow any passenger 
who wishes to, to sleep, and as a recompense 
may I remind you that food and drink is freely 
available from the buffet car in coach G. Again, 
on behalf of South Highlands Intercity Trains, I 
am deeply apologetic for any inconvenience 
caused." 
 The lights have been low in our carriage 
for some time, gentle snores wheeze along the 
aisle from the pensioners at the far end and 
though our talk could disturb them, neither of 
us have any inclination to move. I would've 
thought seeing you, resplendent in a tuxedo, 
would be enough to reboot Faith’s animal 
passion, but after a few kisses she stopped, 
saying that something wasn't right, like I 
wasn't being serious. It was left implied that 
she thinks I am trying to be someone else.  
 "Let’s just drink and talk, for now." 
 And so we are. I think she imagines she 
can get to the bottom of us, that if she keeps 



me drinking faster than my body is used to, I'll 
crack. But me and you, we've always been 
better at drinking than most challengers, and 
she has as much mud swirling through the 
backwaters of her mind as we do. It's a game of 
chicken: which of us is most ashamed of our 
own truths. And since I know it's a game I'm at 
an advantage, and games work better if there's 
an impetus not to lose. 
 "Small talk's pointless; you never get to 
know the real person. Since we're drinking, 
let’s play truth." 
 Her eyebrows arch. Dubious. 
 "I ask two questions, you chose which to 
answer. Then you ask two and it's my turn." 
 "And it’s a game how exactly?" 
 "Each question should cut closer than 
the last, until one of us can't face any more: 
either they've been given two they don't want to 
answer, or they try to answer and can't 
articulate the point they want to make. That 
person loses." 
 "And let me guess, we don't drink until 
that point is reached? As far as a drinking 
game goes, it blows." 
 "Not at all. We drink as we go along. The 
loser eats the worm." 
 Faith smiles. She's cocky and drunk 
enough to play the odds, and everything about 



me, about us, that she's heard thus far only 
makes her want to know more. But she's 
young and she can't know how me and you 
spent weeks playing this game, refining 
successful strategies while searching out each 
other’s darkest undertows, learning how to be 
each other on the inside as well as on the out. 
 "Ok, but I answer first to give me time to 
think, and you have to go easy on me. And if I 
mess up saying what I mean, it doesn't count." 
 "Ready? Well then, tell me about the boy: 
what makes him special? Or this website, what 
it is you get up to on the web?" 
 Faith's jaw juts ever so slightly forward 
as I ask the first question, making it certain 
she'll answer the second. Beyond our carriage 
sarcophagus the snow continues to flurry, is 
beginning to stick to the window. If we do not 
move we may be entombed here for ever.  
 "Honestly?" 
 "Full disclosure." 
 "But you can't judge-" 
 I kiss her half open mouth, dress down 
her negativity and disbelief through actions. 
And as I pull away I whisper. 
 "I won’t."  
 She drinks deeply from the warm white 
wine, shifts her weight in her seat, settling 
herself before she answers.  



 "I, well, I write. Fiction. And there's this 
site. You upload your stories and people review 
them, and you do the same in return. It's not 
pretentious or anything, not full of ‘writers’ 
who think they are already the next McEwan 
or better than Rushdie, more of a community, 
and anyway all the writing it's based on other 
people's stuff - like Buffy, or Harry Potter, 
Twilight, Star Trek - some people even draw 
their own comics - and I can see the face 
you’re making and it’s the exact opposite of 
what you think, it's inclusive and no-one is 
judged because of what they like." 
 "Like, what’s it called, Fan-Fic?" 
 "Yes and no. That term's too pejorative 
and too broad. It's an engagement with the 
original texts and a reinterpretation at the 
same time. It's about the characters, about 
how we see their relationships and the 
underlying subtext which the unconscious of 
the author has already put into place. I mean, 
not all of it is erotic, but a lot of it is, and, 
yeah, sometimes it's all too explicit. But it 
doesn't have to be. I'm a mod on a couple of 
the forums and I contribute to the Holmes 
board. I'm not the best, but people like my 
stuff, and there's a few of us who agree that 
really if you look at it, the one true equal to 
Holmes is Moriarty: from the moment Arthur 



Conan Doyle introduces him they're locked 
together in this mortal dance, a classic 
masochistic-destructive relationship where all 
Moriarty is trying to do is to prove to Holmes 
that he is good enough for him, but Holmes, 
he's too much like Mr Darcy - too staid and 
reserved to admit that he too really cares. I 
mean grappling together at the Reichenbach 
falls, tumbling in the mud as tonnes of water 
cascade around them: can you get any more 
symbolic? It's all there, but we just bring it out 
to the front, and even if Conan-Doyle, or any of 
the other authors for that matter, didn't intend 
for these partnerships, it doesn't matter, 
because it's all there; the frisson of sexual 
tension between Willow and Cordelia, the real 
reason Spock's consciousness found a way of 
living within Bones, Hermione's pure and 
innocent unrequited love for McGonagall: you 
wouldn't believe what you can find if you only 
look at a scene through feminist eyes. It's." 
 Faith stops herself. Smiles broadly at 
me. 
 "There I've given you my answer. And I've 
used the F word. I bet you can't wait to get 
away from me." 
 "No, your eyes shimmer when you're 
passionate. I mean of course if I stumbled 
across it on the internet I'd have chalked it off 



as another fetishist corner amongst the many 
that I've turned my back on. I don't see how 
it's feminist per se but I'd be willing to read 
something that you tell me is good. I mean 
good is good regardless of genre." 
 She grabs me and pulls me against the 
mass of her body, I can smell traces of sex 
against her skin, feel the nipple ring you'll bite 
against later. It doesn't matter to me that she 
writes sub-pornographic homoerotic Slash 
fiction any more than if she was part of an 
online Furry S&M scene in Second Life. And I'd 
wager she is. You and I both know that I have 
no intention of reading anything that she 
suggests. There's no future between her and 
me other than that which happens in a hotel 
room whenever it is when we finally get to 
Manchester Piccadilly, and if that's good 
maybe the odd drunken fuck when we're both 
back in London and I'm so horny that my balls 
feel like they're going to explode. We kiss. Let 
her think I am open-minded, project her 
opinions onto me. As long as I continue to get 
what I want. And as long as she’s not actually 
a Furry. 
 Nonetheless, I am interested in finding 
out how and where the boy fits into this. 
Online hook ups she said, and he wouldn't be 
into that kind of fiction and into her, unless 



they're into some fucked up role plays, or he is 
bi.  

She pushes away the hand creeping 
towards her breast. She knows we will screw 
again tonight and her pressing need has been 
sated. She wants to ask her questions, and a 
quick grope was never going to be a successful 
attempt at a distraction. We part and I sit up, 
our eyes tied together. She raises a questioning 
brow. 
 "I'm ready." 
  "What made you leave or, and forgive 
my morbidity, what happened to him, how'd 
your other half die?" 
 That teaches me for mocking her 
cockiness. Two questions, and they're both 
body blows. Why did I leave: you got married. 
That's only part of the answer and I doubt 
whether even you ever knew the whole of it. 
But I can tell her what happened to you, as 
fully as I can. 
 "I'll go for number two. Suicide. The 
bastard went and killed himself. And I don't 
know why. Friday, three weeks ago. He left for 
work as usual, worked through to lunch like 
normal and went out as he always did to the 
sandwich shop at three, even though it was 
hammering it with rain. When he didn't return 
his colleagues thought maybe he'd got so 



soaked that he'd taken shelter in the local, and 
would still be there when they finally arrived 
and they'd have a laugh and joke about it and 
make sure he got in the first round. When he 
wasn't, they didn't care, save for the 
annoyance on account of the free pint they'd 
already mentally consumed. They didn't phone 
his home and even if they had have done, it 
wouldn't have mattered there wasn’t anybody 
in, his wife having taken their daughter on a 
half term trip to see her Gramps and Step-Nan 
in Rochdale. It was forty-eight hours before his 
wife got back and reported him missing, 
seventy-three before they found the note. I 
guess it's not so much a funeral as a memorial 
- they've not found a corpse, but there's the 
note and the untouched Fluoxetine that the 
doctor had prescribed for depression, and 
there's a lot of wooded areas, two rivers, a few 
hundred gravel pits...  
 “Once, when we were young, there was a 
story in the paper about a boy out fishing, 
whose dream of catching the biggest tench in 
the pit reeled into the horror of a severed skull. 
It was part of the remains of a young servant 
girl who had gone missing just after the war. 
She'd lain there, generations of children 
angling for the fish which nibbled the flesh 
down to the bone, undiscovered for almost 



forty years..." 
 I have to stop. I've said everything that 
needs to be said, answered the question fully 
even though there's more that I want to say. 
But if I go further then the pressure that 
seems to be forcing my cornea through the 
aperture of my pupil will succeed, and I'll be 
bawling my eyes out. Fucking pansy you'd call 
me, and then you'd remind me that we heard 
the story when we were seven, and found the 
ghoulishness enlivening, so spent the next 
three weeks impatiently fishing for bones. 
You’d mock the way I'm passing on third hand 
knowledge, which I'm repackaging with my 
own embellishments, presenting it as fact.  
 But you're dead remember. And Faith's 
face is ashen. Cross formed between 'shit bad 
question' and 'god that's horrible', it looks like 
she's been paused, caught watching that 
moment of inevitability just before a car crash. 
I can't blame her inaction, her inability to say 
anything that can make it better. And if I'm 
lucky only a single tear will break ranks, 
because now I've stopped I know I have to start 
again, the ugly truth will out. 
 "They didn't tell me, not straight away. 
Even though I could have searched London, 
looked for him in the shelters at St Martin’s 
and Victoria, waved his photo in front of every 



Aussie barman in every pub, club and shit-
hole bar. It was his wife who finally broke the 
news, ninety-six hours in. The land line ringing 
in the dead of the night. Just that sound, the 
shrill tring of a phone that has been rendered 
obsolete by my mobile, told me that the news 
wouldn't be good. 
 “When she told me that he had gone, 
and told me everything that I've told you and 
told me that they suspected he had... I was 
incandescent. I knew him. I knew it wasn't 
something he would do. He knew that if it got 
too bad, I would be there for him. It was 
strained between us, but what we had, how 
close we were, how close we had been. I would 
have been there for him. I said that I would go 
up immediately; I said that I would be there, 
that I would find him. I knew him, knew the 
places he might go to, find the corners in 
which he would tuck himself away and hide. 
He's not dead. I told her. There's a bond 
between us and I didn't feel different. When 
she told me what day he'd gone I thought back, 
and I remember that there was nothing that I 
felt that was any different to any other Friday 
night – too much to drink and waking up with 
the remains of a kebab I didn’t remember 
buying on the floor next to the bed. I told her, 
be strong, he will return. I told her that like 



her I really knew him. I told her not to listen to 
anyone else, but to believe me. Believe in him. 
I told her he was still alive. His wife, she knew 
where I was coming from, she said that she 
didn't doubt me, she started to say that she 
believed me but she stopped. Her voice was 
scratchy like she had cried until nothing more 
would come forward and then wailed until no 
more sound could come out. There was no 
emotion left in her voice when she told me he 
was gone. She said it would be best if I stayed 
in London, just in case. And then she 
apologised. She said that she shouldn't have 
told me. And she hung up." 
 "And you didn't go?" 
 I shake my head. No of course I didn't. I 
couldn't. And the threatened tear falls. I 
should have and I would have, and Faith 
thinks that I am weak for not going. But I've 
not told her everything. I've not lied but I can't 
tell her those final words that your wife read to 
me. Those final words that you wrote about me 
in a letter that I'm yet to read. Three small 
words, scrawled in capital letters, that she 
read out over the phone with the solemnity of a 
lawyer pronouncing her client's last will and 
testament. DON'T TELL HIM. And it was me 
who wrenched the phone from the wall.  
 One tear that's all you're getting from me 



you bastard. I'm not crying because you're 
dead, because you committed suicide, because 
you are gone. I'm more than fifty percent 
certain that you're not. But I'll go along with 
the pretence, just in case. I want to be the one 
who breaks through, finds your hiding place 
and exposes you as a fraud or finds your 
corpse and then pisses on your grave. I'm not 
upset that you betrayed me, that to do 
whatever you needed to do - be it alive or dead 
- meant that I couldn't find out. You hid the 
letter from them and then used the letter to 
hide their discovery from me, and that wasn't 
time enough? I'm not here for the sham 
ceremony tomorrow, when they're going to 
eulogise in front of an empty coffin on whose 
lid a gilt framed picture of you stands. I'm 
coming home because something's not right 
and because you are gone. The snow might fall 
thick and fast, but your apparent return will 
jolt a few memories. If this were afternoon TV, 
Murder She Wrote, Columbo or Ironside, such 
a return would be enough to scare your 
kidnapper into bungled action and then a 
confession, if it were a western the streets 
would ring out with the snap-crack of my 
revolver, bleeding justice into those who held 
you, and tried to stop me rescuing you from 
these self same railway tracks. But the North 



of England isn't run out of the same LA studio 
offices, the scenario is the same but the script 
is different. Mike Leigh. I don't know what is 
going to happen next, and I'll be happy so long 
as I uncover the truth. And I guarantee that 
whatever you've done, whatever is so bad that 
it has to remain a secret even from me, I'll find 
out. Dead or alive, I'll find you. And then I'll 
bring you back alive. I'll expose you. If I cry it's 
not because I am angry and it's not because 
I'm sad. It's because of whatever has come 
between us, the gulf expressed by your actions 
which lie beyond my comprehension. I'm 
crying because for the first time since we 
peeled away our skins in the aftermath of 
Penny Freeman, I feel like I don't know you. 
And if I don't know you then maybe you might 
not be alive. I'm crying because I have to find 
you and expose you and disrupt whatever plan 
it is you have concocted, because otherwise I 
don’t know if I’ll be able to stop myself from 
doing the same thing. 
 Something wet splashes onto my head, 
and slides its way down along the back of my 
ear. I pull away from the bosom I don't 
remember burrowing into, expecting Faith to 
exclaim or to turn away embarrassed by her 
sympathetic tears. Instead she just grunts like 
an inebriated warthog and shifts her weight, 



her head slumping to rest against the window. 
A gelatinous icicle of drool hangs from her 
jowls. I need to get away. 
 
Now that it has stopped, the train feels empty, 
and I pace through the darkened carriages in 
search of the buffet car, of something to drink 
and some signs of life. The first two of the lit 
carriages look like they've been evacuated, food 
wrappers and half read magazines littering the 
seats, rucksacks and overnight bags dotted 
across the overhead racks. The conductor 
stops me before I reach the third. 
 "Ah, brilliant. You're awake. I was just 
coming down to see if we could find one more 
person and here you are." 
 I am awake, but I haven't a clue what 
the fuck he's on about. In these situations 
speaking only serves to draw you into what 
ever action has already been agreed, it's better 
to stay silent until they are forced to come 
clean. We stare at each other for a moment 
and I stifle a yawn. 
 "It seems like the snow has brought 
down a tree, and while ordinarily we'd wait for 
a crew to come the thirty miles from 
Manchester, and let them cut and move it, I 
don't know if they'd even be able to get anyone 
out. Not now. I mean there's a small town but 



that's on the other side of this little wood, so 
it’s not like we can get help. The overhead lines 
haven't been affected, and there's a couple 
squaddies that have already offered and -" 
 I stop listening. A small patch of 
woodland whose easterly edge is grazed by a 
railway, and whose western front butts against 
a town. Thirtyish miles from Manchester. 
There are a number of small towns that could 
be depicted by such a basic broad brush, and 
you could probably name them all. Really it's 
the corpse of one large wood that has been 
dismembered by fields, and though the 
woodland is less that five miles across at it's 
widest point, it'd be more than twenty if you 
were trying to get from one corner to the other. 
We must have spent months of our lives in 
these woods, must have moonied passing 
trains from each and every one of the sidings 
that rise up at each and every bend. The 
conductor looks at me expectantly. 
 "In my defence, it was always his idea. 
Mooning, I mean." 
  
 


